Cracow - UNESCO World Heritage Site is one of the most important historical and cultural centers of Europe. City of over 1000-year-long history was a capital of Poland for few centuries. We will visit: Market Square - largest square in Europe with gothic Our Lady Church and renaissance Cloth Hall, Jagiellonian University, Old City Walls and former Jewish Quarter in Kazimierz. The highlight of this tour will be the sightseeing of Wawel Royal Castle and Cathedral - former seat of Polish monarchs.

This tour includes all the programming of tour 9A plus visit to Auschwitz-Birkenau, the largest Nazi concentration camp during World War II. Now the National Museum is located on the site. See the horrifying gas chambers, barracks, crematorium and other buildings. Pay respect to millions of people who lost their lives here between 1940-1944.

Visit the Tri-City of Gdańsk, Gdynia and Sopot in Northern Poland on the Baltic coast. Gdańsk is a historic port with magnificent gothic and Dutch - renaissance architecture. Visit largest brick church in the world, beautiful Town Hall and Artus Court, magnificent City Gates and old port crane. Enjoy an organ music concert in the famous Oliwa cathedral and walk along the longest pier in Europe in resort city of Sopot.

This tour includes all the programming of tour 10A plus the visit to Malbork Castle - famous fortress of Teutonic Knights Order. This is the largest gothic castle in the world. An amazing complex of walls, towers, a labyrinth of chambers and dungeons. The entire complex is 4 times bigger than Windsor Castle.

**INDIVIDUAL TOURS ON REQUEST, ALL YEAR ROUND, ANY LANGUAGE**

**FULL DAY EXCURSION TO CRACOW**

Cracow - UNESCO World Heritage Site is one of the most important historical and cultural centers of Europe. City of over 1000-year-long history was a capital of Poland for few centuries. We will visit: Market Square - largest square in Europe with gothic Our Lady Church and renaissance Cloth Hall, Jagiellonian University, Old City Walls and former Jewish Quarter in Kazimierz. The highlight of this tour will be the sightseeing of Wawel Royal Castle and Cathedral - former seat of Polish monarchs.

This tour includes all the programming of tour 9A plus visit to Auschwitz-Birkenau, the largest Nazi concentration camp during World War II. Now the National Museum is located on the site. See the horrifying gas chambers, barracks, crematorium and other buildings. Pay respect to millions of people who lost their lives here between 1940-1944.

Visit the Tri-City of Gdańsk, Gdynia and Sopot in Northern Poland on the Baltic coast. Gdańsk is a historic port with magnificent gothic and Dutch - renaissance architecture. Visit largest brick church in the world, beautiful Town Hall and Artus Court, magnificent City Gates and old port crane. Enjoy an organ music concert in the famous Oliwa cathedral and walk along the longest pier in Europe in resort city of Sopot.

**FULL DAY EXCURSION TO CRACOW AND AUSCHWITZ**

This tour includes all the programming of tour 9A plus visit to Auschwitz-Birkenau, the largest Nazi concentration camp during World War II. Now the National Museum is located on the site. See the horrifying gas chambers, barracks, crematorium and other buildings. Pay respect to millions of people who lost their lives here between 1940-1944.

Visit the Tri-City of Gdańsk, Gdynia and Sopot in Northern Poland on the Baltic coast. Gdańsk is a historic port with magnificent gothic and Dutch - renaissance architecture. Visit largest brick church in the world, beautiful Town Hall and Artus Court, magnificent City Gates and old port crane. Enjoy an organ music concert in the famous Oliwa cathedral and walk along the longest pier in Europe in resort city of Sopot.

**FULL DAY EXCURSION TO CRACOW AND WIELICZKA SALT MINE**

This tour includes all the programming of tour 9A plus a visit to one of the main tourist attractions in Poland - Wieliczka Salt Mine. This is a UNESCO World Heritage Site and one of the oldest salt mines in the world. An amazing world of underground chambers, galleries, salt lakes, crystal caves and chapels on 3 floors. Salt carved decorations and size of some underground interiors are just breathtaking.

Visit the Tri-City of Gdańsk, Gdynia and Sopot in Northern Poland on the Baltic coast. Gdańsk is a historic port with magnificent gothic and Dutch - renaissance architecture. Visit largest brick church in the world, beautiful Town Hall and Artus Court, magnificent City Gates and old port crane. Enjoy an organ music concert in the famous Oliwa cathedral and walk along the longest pier in Europe in resort city of Sopot.

**FULL DAY EXCURSION TO GDAŃSK, SOPOT AND GDYNIA**

Visit the Tri-City of Gdańsk, Gdynia and Sopot in Northern Poland on the Baltic coast. Gdańsk is a historic port with magnificent gothic and Dutch - renaissance architecture. Visit largest brick church in the world, beautiful Town Hall and Artus Court, magnificent City Gates and old port crane. Enjoy an organ music concert in the famous Oliwa cathedral and walk along the longest pier in Europe in resort city of Sopot.

**FULL DAY EXCURSION TO GDAŃSK AND MALBORK**

This tour includes all the programming of tour 10A plus the visit to Malbork Castle - famous fortress of Teutonic Knights Order. This is the largest gothic castle in the world. An amazing complex of walls, towers, a labyrinth of chambers and dungeons. The entire complex is 4 times bigger than Windsor Castle.

All prices include: train tickets for comfortable Intercity train (2nd class), local transportation, guide assistance and all entrance fees.